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You can rest assured to buy customized Zhongyuan® Shoe Sole Color from us. We look forward to
cooperating with you, if you want to know more, you can consult us now, we will reply to you in
time!We have achieved remarkable success in this domain as a result of our focused approach,
timely delivery, and ethical company philosophy.

Shoe Sole Color Summary:

China customized Zhongyuan® Shoe Sole Color Used in PU Shoe sole industry , with good
dispersion, and good color strenth, Cover the defect, Make your products better. Special colors can
be customized.

We're commitment to offer the competitive rate ,exceptional products and solutions high quality, too
as fast delivery for OEM/ODM China China PVC Rubber Shoe Sole Sandal Slippers Strap Cover
Machine to Make Slipper Sole Upper, If you are interested in any of our products or wish to focus on
a personalized get, make sure you come to feel totally free to contact us. We are looking forward to
forming profitable company associations with new clients around the world inside the close to
upcoming. OEM/ODM China China PVC Shoe Label Making Machine, PVC Rubber Slipper Making
Equipment, Our staffs are adhering to the "Integrity-based and Interactive Development" spirit, and
the tenet of "First-class Quality with Excellent Service". According to the needs of every customer,
we provide customized & personalized services to help customers achieve their goals successfully.
Welcome clients from home and abroad to call and inquire.

we can offer high quality products, competitive price and best customer service. Our destination is
"You come here with difficulty and we give you a smile to take away" for High Quality for China Shoe
Sole Color, We warmly welcome all standpoint inquiries from home and abroad to cooperate with us,
and anticipate your correspondence.
High Quality for China Shoe Sole Color, If any product meed your demand, please feel free to

Shoe Sole Color

China Zhongyuan® Shoe Sole Color Used in PU Shoe
sole industry, with good dispersion, and good color
strenth, Cover the defect, Make your products better.
Special colors can be customized.
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contact us. We're sure your any inquiry or requirement will get prompt attention, high-quality
products, preferential prices and cheap freight. Sincerely welcome friends all over the world to call or
come to visit, to discuss cooperation for a better future!

Shoe Sole Color Detail:

Rich product life, Coordinate packaging with products, Meet your needs for PU products and
applications

low moisture specification to reduce impact on is ocyanate reactivity.

Customized coloring solutions also available as per the individual needs.

Heavy metal free, Environmental protection standard for children toys in Europe

Compatible with the chemical properties of composite materials

Shoe Sole Color Applications :Industrial

Polyether/polyester Shoe sole, PU resin,

Other PU products

Shoe Sole Color Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 35/200 Kg


